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Reality fractures
in tales from
the seedy streets
By JESSIE NEILSON

Angelique Kasmara

ISOBAR PRECINCT
Angelique Kasmara
The Cuba Press

This highly imaginative novel
takes place in Auckland but
quickly leaves a near
contemporary scene for jaunts
through alternative worlds.

It stars Lestari, a tattoo artist
in her late 20s, working out of a
lowfi studio on KRoad. She and
business partner and fellow artist
Frank have been subjected to
regular breakins recently and
strongly suspect it is the work of
a business rival. Their distinctive
tattoo designs, and those of their
rival, are frequently sighted
around town. Lestari’s work has a
recognisable flavour,
incorporating serpents and
spirits frommyth, drawing on her
Indonesian heritage.

While a frustrated Lestari
follows up on leads, Frank pursues
his other artistic dreams.While
channelling the Sex Pistols with
his steampunk garb, kohlmakeup
and piercings, he appropriates
graveyard statues and alters them
to become icons of peace.

Though they are comfortable
in seedy environs, what they
witness together in the Symonds
St cemetery one day becomes all
toomuch.

In the ‘‘thriving openair
hotel’’ that smells of roses, urine,
petrol fumes, and cypress, a fight
takes place between two ageing
men. The violence and gore fills
Lestari with horror, while Frank
films it. However, when viewing
the recording at the police
station, the evidence does not
stack up.

Before long, reality as they
know it ruptures. Lestari is losing
all sense of perception, time, and
identity. Items fromher youth
mysteriously turn up on unknown
persons, and characters with
changing personasmimic figures
from the past amongst
inexplicable happenings. A
shaggyhaired, unkempt, and

unwashed street sleeper
nevertheless finds colourful
costumes in which to adorn
himself. Through his bugeyed
mirror sunglasses, it is impossible
to connect with him. Yet for some
reason Lestari feels
responsibility, as she does for
young Jasper, who is living under
the stairwell of their building. He,
like Lestari and Frank, has links
to communities on the edge, to
prostitution, drug users, and
other transients, and it is towards
these corners that the focus
quickly turns.

There are whispers of
unorthodox drug trials, of comas,
dysfunction, and even death.
Lestari’s nights are haunted by
recurrent nightmares, echoes of
which slowly penetrate her days.
Asmuch as these individuals try
to function as such, they are
smudged by backstories.

IndonesianKiwi writer
Angelique Kasmara has already
won prizes for this work. She
packs in huge amounts of
complex detail, in characters with
precision and thought. After an
enthralling opening scene, the
pace continues throughout.

Her firstperson narrative is
clever, witty, and outspokenly
honest, with fresh imagery and
immediacy. Lestari tells of
‘‘stitching a nest ofmy bones’’,
and ‘‘goldpanning’’ hermind. In
yet another strong offering from
independentWellingtonbased
publisher, The Cuba Press, the
results of similar sifting are here
in Kasmara’s very impressive
debut novel.

Jessie Neilson is a University of
Otago library assistant

Masterful plotting and sleight of hand
APRIL IN SPAIN
John Banville
Faber & Faber

By PETER STUPPLES
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Awriter ofmany novels, penning
yet another in total command of
his art, is always a pleasure: to
see the skill exercised, to watch
the plot unfolding at a leisurely
pace, the prestidigitation so
deftly handled that the pleasure
in enhanced by its sleight.April
in Spain is amodel of
entertainment.

Sometime in the early 1960s,
Quirke, the state pathologist of
Ireland, is holidaying in
Donostia, northern Spain, with
his newwife Evelyn. He is
restless, notmade for holidays.
In a bar, Quirke overhears an
Irish voice. ‘‘He realised it was
the thing he had been listening
out for since he first landed in
Spain . . . The accent was Dublin,
southside, middleclass.’’ Later
he puts a name to the voice, April
Latimer. But she had died four
years before, murdered by her
brother Oscar.

April had been a friend of
Quirke’s daughter Phoebe, whom
he calls, asking her to join him in
Donostia to verify the
improbable sighting. Phoebe,
unwisely, tells amember of
April’s family where she is about
to go and themission with which
she has been entrusted. She also
talks to the police, who offer to
send a detective to accompany
her.

Terry Trice, an Irish orphan, is
making a life for himself in the
London underworld as a hitman.
He is by far themost interesting
character and has no conscience

about killing or putting pressure
on those weaker than himself.
After onemurder toomany, he
flees to Ireland and soon finds
himself with a job in Spain.

The two arcs of the plot
tragically come together at the
end of the novel.What sets off
casually, almost, as a slow burn,
turns into a blaze of excitement.
Themaster craftsman does his
job superbly.

There are other delights for
those who know their Banville.
The reappearance of the testy
Quirke, whose orphaned past was
like this, an absence fraught with

consequence, a resonant blank.
He first appeared in Benjamin
Black’s (Banville’s alter ego)
whodunnitChristine Falls in 2006.
April Latimer, Quirke and Phoebe
are there in a Black’sElegy for
April (2010). The detective who
accompanies Phoebe to Donostia,
St John Strafford, plays a
significant role in Black’s Royal
yarn The Secret Guests (2020) and
once again in Banville’s Snow.

Banville has Trice read
GrahamGreene’sBrighton Rock.
The experienced hitman takes
Greene to task for having a
somewhat naive knowledge of the
criminal underworld. Banville has
never forgiven Greene for
opposing the award to him of the
Guinness Peat Aviation Prize in
1989 or for labelling crime fiction
as entertainments (his own
included).

Something for everyone,
almost.

Peter Stupples, now living in
Wellington, used to teach at the
University of Otago.

Hope to heal mental health system
MY FRIEND FOX
Heidi Everett
Ultimo Press

By ELSPETH MCLEAN

Heidi Everett says she hopes this
work resonates in the psyche of a
mentalhealth system in need of
healing.

Her book covers her
encounters with the Australian
mentalhealth system, butmuch
is likely to be just as relevant to
theNewZealand setup.

It is a beautifully written
memoir— poignant, harrowing in
parts, funny, and keenly
observed.

Here is part of her description
of the smokers balcony at the
psychiatric ward: ‘‘Screamers and
dramatics yell theirmalignant
innocence. Sad people stare down
to hell through empty eyes,
unable to reach their souls.Manic
people wear their insides as their
outsides, swapping randomly
their outsides for their insides.
Always someone on rations
botting smokes off everyone else,
poking through old groundout
stubs for one extra throatgrating
gasp.’’

Everett spent her early years in

the borderlands betweenWales
and England where her family
never had visitors and they never
visited anyone. School was awful
with its daily ritual of teasing
degradation and humiliation. She
describes her social development
as shaped by her inherited
imagination, the animals, plants,
the seasons and the occasional
Unidentified Flying Object that
coloured it in.

Her feeling of being different
was heightened after the family
moved to Australia and her later
life was punctuated by episodes
which saw her repeatedly
admitted to psychiatric wards.

She has a dog loyally beside her
for some of this but, at a
particularly bleakmoment, it is
an encounter with a fox (whether
real or imagined is unimportant)

which she credits with giving her
an insight into hermental illness.

‘‘A fox knows what it’s like to
be outlawed in the normal and
abnormal scheme of things.
Despite his wild beauty, he’s
destined to be a lingering side
effect of the past. And, just like
my psychic distress, he is a
symbol of both disease and
determination, of a curse and of
hope.’’

It is only 182 pages (and that
includesmany pages of
illustrations by Everett) and quick
to read, but I have foundmyself
drawn to revisit it to savour her
words again.

Since the time depicted in the
book, Everett has gone on to
found and direct Schizy Inc, a
disability led arts organisation
supporting arts agency and
advocacy for those with diverse
mental health.

She did so because after years
in psychosocial rehabilitation
groups she recognised the need
for gathering spaces which
respected and empowered people
rather than treating people as
mentalillness patients who
needed help to socialise.

Elspeth McLean is anODT
columnist and former health reporter.


